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About This Content

You're hidden behind the lines.
I reach out, deafened by silence.

As we mourn the Grasshopper's passing,
Heaven's gate opens.

Heaven's Gate is a quiet kinetic novel by etherane

Average reading time: 40 min

Genre: slice of life, coming-of-age, drama

This is a story set in a parallel universe with a focus on True Realm characters from Hello Charlotte series. Therefore,
playing Hello Charlotte first is advised.

This DLC has a canon-compliant extra story - "Diary".
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Possibly the worse DLC for this game, when we said we wanted total tuning we meant from scratch not cars pre modified that
just look\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 save you rmoney and mod the game instead as thats all what this is. The
graphics are painful for 2005 and the UI hurts my head. Learn the hotkeys quickly. Also buy the game now when it is on sale
for $5. I recommended it for what it should become - a nice tactical challenge as you build your team up. There are a decent
number of weapons\/armor\/spells\/units. With an army of 26, it should get interesting (I hope).

Also is CheatEngine compatible in terms of "gold." I would never have the patience to play without the initial boost to build a
decent\/interesting army.

After four hours of play, I've found this game has some frustrating issues, for me at least. Certainly not worth $10 full price for
a 12-year-old game that looks 15 years old and an interface that is late 1980s. I cheated like heck and have three heroes and it
takes me 30 tries to kill one little dwarf. Nothing is intuitive, like switching weapons. I think you have to just memorize the
hotkeys or go fish. There's a certain threshold - I think 2 to 3 move points - where it's not enough to attack but you have to finish
up with the player, so you just randomly move to bleed off the extra move points. Makes no sense.

Anyway, there's plenty of better games on Steam even for $5.

So unfortunately, had to change my review to thumbs down on this one.. HMM ok so it crashed a few times just trying to start it
then finally i was stuck at the screen that says grab the wheel... GG! maybe wait till more updates are out but the game is 100%
unplayable at it's current state not sure what the money is for, so many free playable games out there lol

New update is out and i am still stuck at Grab the wheel :(. This title feels like the guys from Mythbusters wrote it, grab some
fireworks, grab a cigarette lighter, and blow stuff up.. Quickly gets boring.. I enjoyed this one. The game has a nice balance of
unease and shooting fun. Short, but very replayable, if only to entertain friends. A VR game for $3, not bad.

A short video showing game play.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198292434898\/videos\/
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I got this for a $1. Not sure how much this game was when it was released. Don't get me wrong, the game looks pretty bad and it
could have more interface options like many other first person shooter to make the game more user friendly but I got it for a $1.
The game is rewarding, such has executing well time attacks to kill monsters, even early into the game and featuring a
checkpoint system after a game over. I can't really say that's a bad thing or a redeeming feature. It's in the game, so $1 for a
game with forgivable features and decent gameplay like this is a bit of a steal.. On my 4th game ever I played the 3rd ranked
player in the globe. It came down to the final play and as I committed my turn I thought I had it in the bag. As the play unfolded
and I watched my enemy's robots effortlessly swat the ball from my runner, I realized there was a complexity here I hadn't
appreciated. While the game came down to the final play, it wasn't really ever that close - my opponent had boxed me in and
there was simply no way out.

I love a game that makes you believe you can win until the final instant, only to realize that the depth of tactics ran far deeper
than you had anticipated. Is this game for everyone? No, probably not. But it deserves more folks playing online and giving it
some life online. It could use a bit more polish, but I'd rather have a great idea with good polish than a good idea with great
polish.. this isvery good!. where's my entertainment?

all this game about is micromanaging your resources there's really not much more
I couldnt even keep up with the story as im panicing with my crew dying going outside with -80 degree temperature. The
chinese bootleg of chinese bootleg vr games and it doesn't work correctly.

After a response from the developer who asked for the OS I was using, I wrote this (a legitiment review):

It's not the os, it's the game it self.
Enemy AI is buged to hell (running back and forth) and the guns never seem to go where I aim. The guns are made poorly and
don't feel good. To use an example, H3VR's guns have weight and recoil. Every gun in your game feels like a nerf gun and
recoil is either none existant or over exadurated. My two biggest problems are number one, there is no two-handed aim. Number
two, when you start the game it begins in PPGUN mode. This puts the gun like a foot behind your controller, and I couldn't find
out how to fix it until two levels in. When the game starts out you should have an option to choose if you are using a vive or
PPGUN. Thank you for contacting me and hopfully this is helpful to you so you can improve your game.. So, let me share my
thoughts, especially seeing that many red "Thumbs Down".

"Light" is a tiny indie game made by just a few people according to the game credits.
It's a sneak'n'hack game about an escaped test subject. Controls and gameplay are pretty simple. You sneak using WASD
avoiding guards and cameras, can unlock the doors (E), hack (Q), kill guards and civilians (SPACE), hide their bodies (2) and
change outfit (3). You will also find and read some documents to understand what happened to you. That's it if I don't miss
anything.

Gameplay, story, music and minimalistic cyberpunk'ish graphics style are pretty satisfying, I can definitely say I enjoyed them
all as well as the game on the whole. Yes, the game is short and won't take much your time to be completed on 100%.

Pros:
+ Simple controls
+ Nice-looking cyberpunk'ish graphics
+ Story (despite it might seem typical)
+ Soundtrack (special thanks to Gavin Harrison !)
+ Short (yeah, it's a + as I don't need to put dozens of hours into a tiny game)
+ Easy to beat for 100% (apparently, a + for anyone who isn't indifferent to achievements)

Cons:
- Short (I doubt anyone would complain if the game were longer)
- Pricey
- Low replay value

I'm literally forced to pay attention to the price. Yes, guys, I agree the game is pricey. I also understand some disappointment
and comments and reviews saying "lack of content", "too short" and agree. Store page is a really promissing one and raises your
expectations from the game. My thoughts were like "Ouch, it's like a mix of my beloved Monaco (50+ hours played) and Frozen
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Synapse (well-known and highly acclaimed by critics and players), I should check in out". That's why I've purchased and played
"Light".
However, I don't think the fact the game is pretty expensive (for the content it offers) gives the right to leave a "Thumbs Down".
I enjoyed this tiny game (I'd especially highlight its music), got a +1 perfect game, learned several new English words (despite it
has a Russian localization, I played it in English), didn't invest much time in it and I've also supported indie game developers. I
don't regret doing all that and in general cannot say anything bad about "Light", that's why - my "Thumbs Up"!

Some notes\/recommendations to developers:
\u2022 Add more content and reduce the price. Seriously. Mentioned Monaco offers you a huge amount of multi-level
missions, 8 characters, up to 4 players online co-op, story with its charm and humour as well as soundtrack by Austin
Wintory, Steam-features like leaderboards, cloud, Workshop + level editor but is still priced less. Something is wrong here ...
\u2022 Probably, add more achievements (to pass each level unspotted \/ under some defined or devs' time \/ to kill all guards
on a level etc). At least it will increase players' playtime and will add some challenge. This point completely depends on your
attitude to achievements and your fantasy\/creativity :)
\u2022 Probably, add Steam leaderboards (competition spirit, you know). I doubt it will be worth doing, but still, that's what
comes to my mind

P.S. You won't lose anything if you don't play this game, but you will likely enjoy it if you do. And Steam is not the place
where you can complain about the price. Even just released games are offered literally tomorrow with a good discount (my
example: bought Asteria that was released a bit more than a week ago with a -75% coupon received for badge crafting).
Countless bundles popup almost every day. You're warned multiple times about the price and content mismatch, so you are free
to buy the game when it's on sale or comes to a bundle. Then you'll be more prone to share some love with "Light".. Incredibly
effective building, decent map, and great mission.
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